l6	EAST AGAIN
a society has been formed to try and save what is left but it has
come almost too late.
In the narrow streets what remains of the past is rather the
past of the Crusaders' days than those of the Old and New
Testaments,    Yet the population can have changed hut little
in their dress and appearance since Rome ruled in  the city,
The Arabs, the Jews, and the nondescript people that have their
origin in the mixing of races are all much as they were then,
There are still corners and alley-ways where  modernity has
failed to penetrate and where atrocities of modern  religious
architecture are not found,  but even  in  such  secluded and
unspoiled places it is difficult to experience the emotion that the
environment ought to stir.    It may be that this is owing to the
hostility of the diverse faiths  and  sects  that  congregate in
Jerusalem, and to the disturbed and disturbing atmosphere that
they have created.    Deep as may be individual reverence, the
collective rivalry of creed seems never absent,   There is no site
and scarcely a building in Jerusalem that awakens a sensation of
peace or serenity.    The traveller's concentration of thought is
disturbed at every moment.    lie meets on  every  hand the
commercialization of faith and its extortions, often petty enough,
but always annoying.   His mental quiet is upset by the lack of
authenticity for much that he is asked to believe.   The identifica-
tion of the sites is far too often based upon mere tradition,
accepted by the credulous in the Middle Ages and handed down
as fact.   Few places have an origin founded on serious investiga-
tion or research.   At the best they are '* Miraculous disclosures "
or " Divine discoveries/'   There is, too, an ever-present intent
to work upon the credulity of the stranger, with pourings-out of
trivial or irrelevant detail mixed with ridiculous superstition,
The oily voice, the extended palm irritate the traveller.   The
endeavour of the guides to impress him with their infallible
knowledge, and it must be allowed nothing is beyond them, even
the remotest incidents in the Chronicles of the Kings ;   the
authority with which they point out as  the Tombs  of Old
Testament  celebrities   constructions   which   from   their   very
character must date from entirely different periods ; the unctuous
certainty with which they label every cave and every well in
Palestine with a Biblical story—all tend to create a feeling of
tension and distrust.   It may be that the traveller's own ignorance
may add a little to his discomfiture,   " You remember, Sir, of
course, how Gedaliah , . . ? "   " You will not have forgotten^

